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ABSTRACT 

Throughout the 20th century, market capitalism was defended on parallel 
grounds. First, it promotes freedom by enabling individuals to exploit their 
own property and labor-power; second, it facilitates an efficient allocation and 
use of resources. Recently, however, both defenses have begun to unravel—as 
capitalism has moved into its “platform” phase. Today, the pursuit of allocative 
efficiency, bolstered by pervasive data surveillance, often undermines individ-
ual freedom rather than promoting it. And more fundamentally, the very idea 
that markets are necessary to achieve allocative efficiency has come under 
strain. Even supposing, for argument’s sake, that the claim was true in the early 
20th century when von Mises and Hayek pioneered it, advances in computing 
have rekindled the old “socialist calculation” debate. And this time around, 
markets—as information technology—are unlikely to have the upper hand.

All of this, we argue, raises an important set of governance questions regarding 
the political economy of the future. We focus on two: How much should our 
economic system prioritize freedom, and to what extent should it rely on mar-
kets? The arc of platform capitalism bends, increasingly, toward a system that 
neither prioritizes freedom nor relies on markets. And the dominant critical 
response, exemplified by Shoshana Zuboff’s work, has been to call for a resto-
ration of market capitalism. Longer term, however, we believe it would be more 
productive to think about how “postmarket” economic arrangements might 
promote freedom—or better yet, autonomy—even more effectively than mar-
kets, and to determine the practical steps necessary to realize that possibility.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the late 19th century, “the market”—as a mechanism for 
determining the production and consumption of goods, and thereby 
organizing social life—has been justified primarily on two grounds. 

The first justification centers on freedom. By contrast to other modes of 
economic organization, the argument goes, markets allow individuals to act 
out their will through the unconstrained disposition of property, including 
human capital.1 The second justification centers on efficiency. According to 
this view, markets are essentially an information technology—one that is 
capable, in a manner untrue of central planning, of solving the (essentially 
computational) problem of resource allocation.2 

Historically, these justifications have been thought harmonious, even 
mutually reinforcing. For it is the same core feature of markets—the prioritiza-
tion of individual choice—that facilitates liberal freedom and unleashes their 
computational power. By the time neoliberalism came to bloom in the late 
1970s, this dyad verged, in many circles, on orthodoxy. The pro-market argu-
ment seemed overdetermined. Whether one’s sensibilities gravitated toward 
utility or toward rights, the endgame was the same: deregulated exchange.3 
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Today, however, both justifications have come under strain. The freedom 
story, which has long met with skepticism from different factions of the left,4 
is now an object of mainstream critique. In a world marked by information 
companies that, in Julie E. Cohen’s words, thrive on the “propertization, 
datafication, and platformization” of human behavior,5 the capacity of indi-
viduals to self-determine—and the capacity of polities to self-govern—is 
under threat.6 Meanwhile, the efficiency story has also started to unravel. 
The notion that markets are necessary to determine the optimal allocation 
of resources is, in the end, a claim about information processing. From this 
perspective, markets are simply a tool, no better or worse, in theory, than any 
other—making them susceptible to displacement by “algorithmic planning.”7 
In other words, the old “socialist calculation” debate has returned. And this 
time around, markets seem less likely to prevail.8 

In what follows, we explore the governance implications of these devel-
opments. To do so, we develop an analytic model for charting the nature and 
trajectory of different political-economic arrangements along two dimen-
sions: how much they prioritize freedom and how much they rely on markets. 
Importantly, as we discuss below, “freedom” can mean many things, and the 
kind of freedom that markets promise may not be the same as that sought 
by proponents of planning. We suggest, however, that these conceptions 
of freedom are not wholly distinct either, and we aim, in part, to highlight 
their connections.

Platform capitalism today still relies, at least in part, on markets. But for 
the reasons explored at length by others, it undermines freedom.9 

Where We Are
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Our argument, broadly speaking, is that this combination—“yes” to 
markets, “no” to freedom—is unstable, so it is unlikely to persist. Rather, 
platform capitalism is poised to evolve (and in fact, may already be evolving) 
along one of three trajectories captured by the empty quadrants above. And 
the key questions for governance will be: (1) which trajectory do we prefer, 
and (2) what are the best political and legal mechanisms for realizing that 
trajectory?

First, platform capitalism could be subject to newfound controls, 
designed to recover an older (gentler?) mode of market capitalism. This is 
the route that much existing scholarship, one way or another, tends to favor. 
Shoshana Zuboff’s recent work on “surveillance capitalism” is only the 
flashiest example.10 Legal scholars, and privacy scholars in particular, have 
long championed the view that somewhere along the way, postindustrial 
capitalism cut anchor with its pro-privacy—and freedom-enhancing—roots.

Choose Your Own Adventure, Political Economy Edition: Route No. 1

Second, platform capitalism, left unchecked, could metastasize into 
a social order that is neither freedom-enhancing nor market-based, some-
thing rather more like feudalism. This view has fewer champions (at least 
in public), but it certainly represents a viable future—particularly if we take 
seriously the risk, as Przemysław Pałka recently put it, that if recent techno-
social trends continue, “mov[ing] from a market economy to an algorithmi-
cally planned economy” might occur “[a]lmost by accident.”11 
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Choose Your Own Adventure, Political Economy Edition: Route No. 2

Third, platform capitalism could give way to its inverse: a social order 
that is no longer market-based, but that, by the same token, enhances free-
dom rather than undermining it. Evgeny Morozov recently described this 
possibility as “digital socialism,”12 a label that echoes the work of numerous 
heterodox economists over the last decade.13

Choose Your Own Adventure, Political Economy Edition: Route No. 3

Here, our goal is neither to make any firm predictions between these 
three routes nor to take credit for the theories that underlie them. The idea 
is more modest. We wish to offer an organizing frame for thinking about 
the different routes: how they relate to one another and the conditions of 
possibility for each. 
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By the end, we hope to establish that the most difficult obstacle to route 
No. 3—digital socialism—is not computational, but social. The truly hard 
problem is not, technically speaking, how to devise a functional planning 
system (though that may be plenty hard). It is how to get people to furnish 
the planning system with necessary information in the absence of (1) market 
transactions or (2) extreme surveillance. Attention to this problem is espe-
cially important, we argue, because it suggests that efforts to realize route No. 
3 run the risk, in practice, of instead bringing about route No. 2—platform feu-
dalism. In fact, that too often seems to characterize our current trajectory.14

At a normative and policy level, moreover, it may also turn out that we do 
not wish to pursue any of the outlined trajectories fully. It could be, instead, 
that we wish to stop somewhere along the way—a political-economic system 
that combines the properties of more than one. After exploring distinctions 
between the various ideal-types traced above, the essay concludes by out-
lining avenues for further research into what such “hybrid” arrangements 
might involve, and what political, legal, and institutional mechanisms might 
encourage their fruition. 

I. MARKETS AND FREEDOM

Historically, the defense of markets—and market capital-
ism—has taken many forms.15 Some have approached the question 
through a deontological lens, arguing that the right to engage in 

market transactions simply follows from more fundamental rights, such as 
the right to own private property and to do with it what one wishes.16 Others 
appeal to virtue, celebrating the alleged “civilizing” effect of markets on their 
participants. Marion Fourcade and Kieran Healy trace the notion of “doux 
commerce”—the gentle manner and spirit of cooperation engendered by 
material exchange—from Montesquieu to the present day.17 But the strongest 
and most enduring defenses of markets are consequentialist. According 
to these accounts, markets do not just facilitate the exercise of more basic 
freedoms; they protect freedom itself. They do not merely enculturate gentle, 
cooperative exchange; they optimize it for maximum efficiency.

That markets are especially conducive to freedom is an idea familiar from 
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18th and 19th century liberal philosophy, but achieved its most enthusiastic 
expression in the mid-20th century.18 Alarmed at rising support in the United 
States for democratic socialism—if not socialism outright—economists like 
Friedrich Hayek, Milton Friedman, and Rose Friedman felt compelled to 
make the case for markets, against the specter of central planning.19 Accord-
ing to this view, the reason markets are conducive to freedom (and that cen-
tral planning is inimical to it) is twofold. First, markets enable the expression 
of economic freedom—the ability to produce, consume, and exchange as one 
wishes—which, they contend, “in and of itself, is an extremely important part 
of total freedom.”20 Second, economic freedom in turn safeguards political 
freedom, “because it separates economic power from political power and in 
this way enables the one to offset the other.”21

The conception of freedom motivating this account is a “negative” one.22 
To be free, for the Friedmans and their intellectual neighbors, is simply to be 
uncoerced—to be left alone to satisfy one’s needs and desires as one chooses. 
Markets facilitate economic freedom, so understood, by ensuring that in 
production, consumption, and exchange no one is wholly reliant on—and 
thus beholden to—anyone else. “The consumer,” the Friedmans once wrote, 
“is protected from coercion by the seller because of the presence of other 
sellers with whom he can deal. The seller is protected from coercion by the 
consumer because of other consumers to whom he can sell. The employee 
is protected from coercion by the employer because of other employers for 
whom he can work, and so on.”23 Where there are markets there are options, 
and where there are options there is freedom to choose.24 

For its proponents, this account of negative freedom embeds an import-
ant political dimension. For political freedom, too, can be understood “neg-
atively,” i.e., as the absence of coercion by government.25 And to the same 
extent that negative political freedom enables corresponding economic 
freedom—by eliminating the possibility of most (governmental) coercion—
the arrow of influence also runs the other way. Negative economic freedom 
promotes political freedom by decentralizing power, or at any rate, depriving 
government of control over the economic sphere.26

Of course, every element of this story has detractors. Despite the appear-
ance of voluntary exchange, critics argue that markets can be highly coercive 
when set against background conditions of severe inequality.27 Rather than 
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enabling people to satisfy their desires, markets—and marketing—create 
them.28 Far from “offsetting” political power, economic power amplifies 
it.29 Instead of free choice unleashing productivity and allocative efficiency, 
cultures of consumption lead to greed and untold waste.30

Pitched so grandly, the theoretical dispute between market capitalism’s 
enthusiasts and its detractors is unlikely to abate. But in recent years, a new 
set of worries has emerged in response to the rise of “platform capitalism.”31 
Namely, even if market capitalism once did vindicate the freedoms described 
above—or even just assuming so for argument’s sake—it no longer does. 
Having transitioned to its “platform” phase, capitalism is now alienated 
from (and perhaps even in tension with) the idea of individual freedom that 
originally grounded its appeal.

Platform capitalism describes a set of economic and social arrangements 
that took shape at the turn of the 21st century, as industrial manufacturing 
declined in the West and investors began shifting capital to the telecommu-
nications sector—especially, the newly commercialized internet.32 At the 
heart of these transformations is the rise of a particular type of firm—the 
platform—which, rather than making and selling goods, builds digital infra-
structures designed to support a wide variety of interaction and commerce. 
Think Amazon, Uber, and Facebook. These companies are digital intermedi-
aries; their business is connection. Amazon connects sellers to buyers. Uber 
connects drivers to riders. Facebook connects friends and family (and more 
importantly, advertisers to eyeballs).

But platforms are hardly run-of-the-mill infrastructures. They are 
designed, as Cohen puts it, for “data-based surplus extraction.”33 Which is to 
say, connection comes at a cost: In exchange for facilitating social interaction, 
commerce, and countless other activities, platforms “monopolise, extract, 
analyse, and use the increasingly large amounts of data” generated about those 
activities as they unfold.34 Communicating on Facebook means making oneself 
and one’s relationships objects of intense scrutiny for Facebook’s algorithms; 
likewise, when making purchases on Amazon or hailing rides with Uber. For 
these companies, information about people’s behaviors, preferences, relation-
ships—anything at all that can be recorded by digital systems—is a kind of raw 
material, waiting to be appropriated. To use Cohen’s term, information about 
our lives is treated, both by the firms that capture it and the legal structures 
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that sanction such capture, as a “biopolitical public domain.”35

The rise of platform capitalism raises two issues for those concerned 
about freedom. First, if—as we saw above—markets are conducive to freedom 
because they generate options from which free individuals can voluntarily 
choose, then platforms are antithetical to it, because they tend toward market 
concentration and create high barriers to exit. The tendency toward concen-
tration derives from “network effects”—the more people choose to interact 
on one platform, the more desirable that platform becomes. This dynamic 
“generates a cycle whereby more users beget more users,” Srnicek explains, 
“which leads to platforms having a natural tendency toward monopolisa-
tion.”36 Yet even where there are options and there is the will to choose a 
different one, platforms make it difficult to leave. They are, as Cohen puts it, 
“disciplining infrastructures” that “operate with the goal of making clusters 
of transactions and relationships stickier—sticky enough to adhere to the 
platform despite participants’ theoretical ability to exit and look elsewhere 
for other intermediation options.”37 To understand why, one need only enter-
tain for a moment the hypothetical effort required to leave Apple’s product 
ecosystem for Microsoft’s, or (in the corporate sphere) to leave Salesforce’s 
customer relations management infrastructure for a competitor’s. Thus, in 
platform capitalism there are fewer, rather than more options, and the mere 
existence of options does not ensure the unfettered freedom to choose.

Second, an economy dominated by platforms is, in a literal sense, a 
surveillance economy—organized around the production, consumption, 
and exchange of personal information—and surveillance is a means of con-
trol. There are vast literatures exploring each dimension of this claim, but 
their significance and interconnection are given especially vivid expression 
in Zuboff’s recent work on “surveillance capitalism.”38 In developing the 
business model discussed above, platforms like Google, Facebook, and 
their internet ilk not only created a new source of profit, Zuboff argues, they 
inaugurated a new kind of power—what Zuboff terms “instrumentarian 
power.”39 Fueled by information about people’s beliefs, desires, behav-
iors, and relationships, which is often captured without their awareness 
(let alone consent), digital advertising, content recommender systems, AI 
voice assistants, and related technologies are more than new tools for sell-
ing. They are, as Zuboff puts it, “a pervasive and unprecedented means 
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of behavioral modification” that is, in its pursuit of efficiency, “radically 
indifferent” to human agency and autonomy.40 In other words, beyond 
structuring exchange in a way that diminishes options and thwarts choice, 
platforms aim, in many cases, to exert influence over human decision-mak-
ing and behavior, posing a threat to freedom understood not in the “nega-
tive” sense, explored above, but in the richer, “positive” sense of individual 
self-determination.41

The response to these developments, put forward by scholars and advo-
cates, has largely been to encourage a return to old-fashioned market capital-
ism by way of strengthened privacy protections. Zuboff, for example, though 
noncommittal in her written work about paths forward out of surveillance 
capitalism, has indicated as much in interviews, arguing that bringing this 
“rogue capitalism” to heel requires outlawing the surveillance practices 
that power it.42

 Some may find this approach disappointing—perhaps radical problems 
like those described above deserve a more radical response. For present 
purposes, what is valuable about these proposals is that they highlight 
another virtue of markets, underexplored by market capitalism’s tradi-
tional defenders—namely, markets are (or, at least, they can be) privacy-
preserving. Unlike platforms, which capture and consolidate personal infor-
mation, markets distribute and anonymize it, coordinating economic activity 
via prices. Their beauty, as Hayek wrote, lies in the fact that markets need no 
centralized, panoptic view:

The whole acts as one market, not because any of its members survey the 
whole field, but because their limited individual fields of vision sufficiently 
overlap so that through many intermediaries the relevant information is com-
municated to all. The mere fact that there is one price for any commodity ... 
brings about the solution which (it is just conceptually possible) might have 
been arrived at by one single mind possessing all the information which is in 
fact dispersed among all the people involved in the process.43

Or, as Ryan Calo puts it: “markets furnish the theoretical means by 
which to distribute resources in society without having to know everything 
about everyone.”44
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As we discuss in the next part, this, for Hayek, is an epistemic and logis-
tical triumph. But it is also a triumph for privacy. This matters, because—as 
Zuboff’s argument illustrates in the negative—privacy is necessary for the 
exercise of autonomy. Beyond arguments that markets are conducive to 
freedom in a thin, Friedmanian sense—freedom as the ability to choose 
among options—this reveals that they could also be freedom-promoting in 
a positive sense—freedom as independent, autonomous decision-making. 
How we might put this insight to work is the subject of Part IV.

II. MARKETS AS (OBSOLETE?)  
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

The second defense of markets—often articulated alongside 
the freedom rationale—focuses on logistical capacity. On this view, 
markets are essentially an information technology: a “distributed 

system” for collecting and analyzing the enormous quantities of complex, 
multifarious data associated with production and consumption.45 And the 
core achievement of markets, accordingly, is coherent distillation. From 
an otherwise unmanageable morass of information emerges, as though by 
magic, easily understood outputs—prices—that allow for (1) economic coor-
dination between diffuse actors with divergent incentives and preferences, 
as well as variant levels of sophistication,46 and (2) efficient allocation of 
resources across the board.47

Like many of the arguments explored above, this one has a long vintage. 
Inaugurated in the early 20th century by Ludwig von Mises, and developed 
more systematically thereafter by Hayek and his disciples,48 the focus on the 
capacity of markets, rather than any particular outcome or set of outcomes 
they produce, has considerable appeal. At some level, it reframes the whole 
debate. According to von Mises and Hayek, the key question is not whether 
markets process information perfectly—since, of course, they do not—but 
rather, whether they process information better than every conceivable 
alternative.

In this sense, the logistical argument in favor of markets finds a rough 
analogy in Churchill’s famous quip about democracy: Lamentable as any 
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specific result may seem, we have solid grounds to grant the mechanism’s 
general superiority, at least compared to other practicable options. And in 
both settings, political and economic, the fundamental problem is the same: 
We lack an Archimedean vantage point from which to evaluate the quality 
of outcomes. This gives the selection process—voting in the political realm, 
and transacting in the economic—a self-referential quality. Outcomes become 
desirable insofar as they are voted or transacted for; the fact of their selection 
is, at least in part, what makes them valuable. In the economic sphere, the 
relevant outcomes are not officeholders and policies, but costs, prices, and 
organizational arrangements. As Hayek put it:

[T]hough we are in the habit of arguing in theory as if costs were a ‘datum,’ 
that is, given knowledge, the lowest costs at which a thing can be produced 
are exactly what we want competition to discover. They are not necessarily 
known to anyone but [the producer] who has succeeded in discovering 
them—and even [that producer] will often not be aware what it is that enables 
[cheaper production] … [Indeed, even the question of optimal firm size] is 
as much one of the unknowns to be discovered by the market process as 
the prices, quantities, or qualities of the goods to be produced and sold.49

Formally speaking, it is easy to see why this argument is vulnerable 
to empirical critique. Because it depends on a claim about relative (rather 
than absolute) superiority, the advent of any new logistical mechanism 
for allocating resources might, in principle, undercut the argument. And 
to some observers, that is just what contemporary computing—especially 
machine learning and AI—seems to offer: a logistical mechanism that will 
soon claim (and in some domains, may already be able to claim) allocative 
superiority over markets.

To evaluate the necessity of markets for allocative efficiency—the via-
bility of the Hayekian account—it will be useful to decompose the logistical 
defense of markets into two component strands. The strands are complemen-
tary; both have to do, in a broad sense, with information. But they diverge 
analytically and invite distinct empirical considerations.

The first strand is computational. The idea is, to borrow Eric Pos-
ner and Glen Weyl’s formulation, that markets are essentially one grand 
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parallel-processing device.50 “In some sense,” they write, “the ‘market’ is … a 
giant computer composed of … smaller but still very powerful computers [in 
the form of human minds].”51 Using prices as their key signaling mechanism, 
“[m]arkets elegantly exploit distributed human computational capacity,”52 
even when—as is often the case—individual humans know extremely little 
about the substance and provenance of the goods and services for which 
they are transacting moment to moment. Prices serve as a proxy for these 
more intricate variables. And misalignments work themselves out through 
further signaling over time.

The second strand is about how markets encourage the dissemination 
of information. Here, the focus is not on markets as informational gristmills, 
but as producers of grist; market structures encourage people to behave 
economically in ways that supply useful information to other actors in the 
system. Sometimes, this dynamic is emergent or epiphenomenal. For exam-
ple, simply by transacting for goods and services as normal, consumers 
and producers release valuable information to the market writ large; other 
consumers and producers can modify their own conduct in response.53 Other 
times, the dynamic involves a more conscious and explicit commodification 
of information: Parties with exclusive access to valuable information reveal 
it to others in exchange for something else of value. For example, a financial 
analyst might perform research into firms that are operating subefficiently 
and then supply that information to financiers scouting takeover opportu-
nities.54 Likewise, Consumer Reports—or consumer-focused branches of 
mainstream media companies, like Wirecutter—may test different products 
and monetize the resulting insights.55

Of course, markets do not always succeed at encouraging dissemination 
of the right kind of information. But the exceptions—informational market 
failures that require legal intervention, typically in the form of disclosure 
obligations56—only underscore the norm. That is, the fact that we sometimes 
need to compel market participants to share information is, if anything, a 
reminder of how effortlessly the process normally occurs. For example, pub-
licly traded companies are required to disclose certain aspects of their opera-
tions, but for the most part, information about such companies is generated 
by voluntary transactions—the prices they charge for goods, the information 
they share in the course of collaborating with other firms, and so on.57
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Of the two strands, the computational turns out to pose the much easier 
problem. In fact, the idea that computers may soon be able to replicate, and 
plausibly surpass, the decentralized processing capacity of the market runs 
deep. It dates back at least as far as Oskar Lange’s seminal 1965 essay, “The 
Computer and the Market,”58 which theorized “the market process … as a 
computing device of the pre-electronic age,”59 which could be supplanted, 
in theory, by actual computers, breathing life back into the idea of central 
planning. Indeed, Lange’s theory was so compelling, it inspired the Allende 
regime in Chile to implement an ambitious computer-driven planning project 
called Cybersyn, a sort of proto-internet designed to network all aspects of 
the Chilean economy (but cut short by the 1973 coup).

Since then, the idea has resurfaced cyclically in academic commen-
tary,60 with particular energy in the last five years as the computational 
strides of machine learning have become more apparent.61 Among tech-
nology-focused leftists, there is a growing sense that “digital socialism” 
has become a genuine possibility; the dream of a democratically planned 
economy may finally ripen to fruition. Debate exists about when, precisely, 
computers will reach the point of replicating the market’s computational 
power—if they have not already done so.62 But there can be little doubt that 
the problem falls within the formal reach of current computing techniques.63 
It is only a matter of time.

The second strand poses the harder problem: In the absence of markets, 
what facilitates the production and dissemination of the right sort of infor-
mation—on an ongoing, dynamic basis—across the economy?  The difficulty 
of this question stems from its social quality. The question involves what 
engineers and entrepreneurs often describe as the most unwieldy variable 
of all: the user.64 Given that, how can planners ensure the dynamic updating 
of relevant information over time?

This difficulty has plagued the “socialist calculation” debate since its 
inception. In response to the optimism of Lange—and other leftists who 
thought computers would purify central planning—the rejoinder from 
skeptics like Hayek was precisely to emphasize the difficulties of dynamic 
updating. As Hayek saw it, “[T]he problem for planners was not in the ‘how’—
[which] equations to use—but in the ‘what’—the data that goes into the 
equations.”65 That is, “only the market can bring together the information 
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that is normally isolated in the heads of different individuals.”66 Or as con-
temporary economist Jesús Fernández-Villaverde recently put it: In the end, 
the most devastating “objection … to central planning” is not computational, 
but rather, “that the information one needs to undertake [such planning] is 
dispersed and, in the absence of a market system, agents will never have the 
incentives to reveal it or even to create new information through entrepre-
neurial and innovative activity.”67 In other words:

The fundamental barrier to planning is that information is dispersed and 
agents do not have incentives (and often not even the capabilities) to disclose 
such information to a central planner. The trouble with the Soviet Union was 
not that its computers were not powerful enough (although they were not) or 
that its planning algorithms were poor (they were terrible), it was that central 
planning is, as medieval scholastics loved to say, inefficient in essentia sua.68

Morozov has proposed a helpful label for this problem: “feedback infra-
structure.”69 The viability of economic planning depends, ultimately, on the 
capacity to determine how allocative needs evolve over time: tracing “the 
hyper-complexity of social organization in fast-changing environments.”70 
And in practice, all environments of interest will be—or be on the verge of 
becoming—“fast-changing.”71

The feedback infrastructure problem, which harks back to Hayek’s 
original writings on the subject,72 is not one that more data can solve by 
itself. Nor, moreover, is it enough to simply imagine alternate channels of 
feedback. That would be straightforward enough; after all, humans engage 
in nonmarket forms of informational feedback all the time.73 But the question 
is not whether humans can be inspired to share information in ways that 
do not involve commercial exchange—of course they can. The question is 
whether a nonmarket system of feedback can be configured to replicate, or 
even surpass, the feedback capacity of the market.

This is largely, if not entirely, an issue of incentives. In the absence of 
market-based incentives, what would inspire people, at scale, to share (1) 
the sort of information (willingness to pay and so on) that they automatically 
share in the course of their transactional lives, and (2) monetizable informa-
tion that has to be produced or discovered at cost—and, in many instances, 
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only exists because of the promise of an eventual return.74 So when, for 
example, Daniel Saros imagines “a General Catalogue, something of a mix 
between Amazon and Google, where producers … list their products and 
services … [and where consumers] register their needs … at the beginning of 
each production cycle,”75 the question is how to ensure that producers and 
consumers do so accurately.76 The more the system employs levers that tie 
actors’ economic well-being to the quality of information they produce, the 
more marketesque its operation is likely to become. 77

III. FREEDOM WITHOUT MARKETS? 

The feedback infrastructure question is especially import-
ant today, because in some sense, we already live in—or at least find 
ourselves rapidly approaching—a post-market social order. And in 

terms of feedback infrastructure, it is a social order built on surveillance. That 
is, instead of requiring or incentivizing individuals to continually provide 
relevant information to (corporate) planners, the information is collected 
directly, often as the epiphenomenal result of platform interactions.

Information companies have realized, in other words, that surveillance 
has the capacity to circumvent the feedback infrastructure problem.78 As it 
becomes easier to pry information loose without the consent—or even the 
awareness—of the parties who hold it, the importance of voluntary sharing 
wanes.79 If, for example, information about consumer preference can be 
inferred from a combination of digital footprint data (search history, etc.) 
and biometric data like eye movement, it becomes unnecessary to actually 
ask people about their preferences, let alone to compensate them for the 
trouble.80 In fact, as data surveillance techniques become more sophisti-
cated, self-reported information is likely to be less reliable, on balance, than 
its data-inferred equivalent. The human brain is many things, but perfect 
information-retrieval software it is not.

To appreciate the point more concretely, consider, for example, Posner 
and Weyl’s vision of a plausibly near-future economic order, founded on an 
intensified version of existing data surveillance:
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[Imagine a] central planning machine [that] could derive information from 
people’s behavior—as well as from their physical and psychological attri-
butes, to the extent these are observable—[just as] Netflix or Amazon does 
today ... draw[ing] on the data traces the person has left in the world, deriving 
estimates of preferences based on how people who have produced similar 
data traces have acted in similar conditions. This is the domain of machine 
learning. If people’s phones show they are physically active, prone to call 
their parents, and enthusiastic about taking photos; their Netflix account 
shows that they like animated movies and romantic comedies; and their 
search record shows an interest in climate regulation … then it may turn out 
that a Prius is the car for them, and [it could simply] show up at their door.81 

In a system like this, users would simply be able to “accept goods and 
services sent to them by computer programs,” trusting in “the collective 
intelligence created by digital computation and dispersed human sensory 
perceptions,” relieved of the burden of assessing (and revealing) preferences 
for themselves.82 At its limit, Posner and Weyl suggest, “[a] ‘market’ may no 
longer be the right word for [this kind of] economic organization.”83 Though, 
they hasten to add, “central planning might not, either.”84

Przemysław Pałka recently sketched a similar sort of vignette, one that 
aims—in his words—to capture the day-to-day reality of “living a centrally 
planned life” in the age of powerful algorithms:

Imagine you wake up to an alarm-clock tune that makes you happy and at 
the time that renders you refreshed and well-rested. You picked neither the 
tune nor the hour; an algorithm did, based on data about you and millions of 
others. You take a shower and put on comfortable and good-looking clothes. 
You are not sure how they got into the wardrobe, and at this point you no 
longer care. In the kitchen, a pre-cooked, drone-delivered breakfast waits for 
you. Exactly what you feel like eating. Your smart device tells you when the 
electric car will pick you up, and what work you will perform today. In the 
workplace, you feel challenged, but not exhausted. Lunch is great; you eat 
what you like with the people you find amusing. At the end of the day you go 
on a date with a person that you have never met. You go to see an interesting 
movie, then enjoy a delicious dinner, none of which you chose. Why do you 
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and your date have so much in common? Why is this such a perfect match? 
These questions do not cross your mind anymore. Most of the time, it is a 
perfect match.

Every now and then there are glitches, of course. That is why you are asked to 
rate as many experiences as possible and to provide feedback along various 
dimensions. This feedback is taken into account. ... You can express discon-
tent as much as you like; we will make sure your life improves. You get what 
you want. To a degree. Sometimes, you get things you never even knew you 
would enjoy. There are, of course, things you cannot do. You cannot take two 
weeks off and fly to the tropics more often than once every few years. Then 
again, no one you know can do that. And from what you learn about history, 
most people could have never done that before, either.85

These snapshots are not meant to capture life today as it actually is. 
Rather, they are meant to project today’s trends—hyperbolically—into the 
future: to ask what a social order founded on similar precepts might look 
like once its internal logic is maximally realized. Furthermore, the visions of 
both Posner and Weyl, and of Pałka, suggest that we may already be in the 
midst of transition. If “platform capitalism” can be described, broadly, as a 
market-based—or partly market-based—economic order that deprioritizes 
individual freedom, we are heading toward an economic order that involves 
neither freedom nor markets.86

The Current Trendline
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From a governance perspective, the important question is whether, 
and why, freedom and markets—or both—should be preserved in the polit-
ical-economic arrangements of the future. As we trace in Part I, there is a 
growing sense among concerned observers that freedom is worth recover-
ing, even if doing so comes at the expense of allocative efficiency. For these 
observers, the governance priority is as follows: 

The “Rescue Capitalism From Itself” Solution

This form of solution—using policy levers to limit the excess of new, 
especially startling modes of capitalism—has a rich pedigree. It has been the 
dominant mode of reform since the Progressive Era; at some level, the idea of 
using structural parameters to ensure the vitality of markets, and by exten-
sion, market capitalism writ large, is the animating ideal of the post-New 
Deal administrative state.87 This is explicitly the case with antitrust law,88 
as well as classical labor law.89 But it also resonates with the broader proj-
ect of regulation as a core mode of governance.90 Not surprisingly, the legal 
commentators who have called for a retrenchment of platform capitalism—
pushing back in the direction of its “market” counterpart—have emphasized 
the use of traditional regulatory tools,91 coupled with self-help mechanisms 
that harmonize with (and are readily produced by) market capitalism itself.92 
Indeed, privacy scholars have often been leaders of the charge, pointing to 
traditional information controls as a means of limiting the centralization of 
decision-making and ensuring the importance of markets.93

What all this underscores, ultimately, is that “market capitalism” is a 
porous category. It can take many forms—ranging from the regulation-heavy 
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welfarism associated with Europe, especially Scandinavia, to the more lais-
sez-faire style neoliberalism associated with the United States and parts of 
East Asia. Indeed, there is a sense in which most mainstream governance 
debates in the postwar West have taken shape within the landscape of “mar-
ket capitalism.” That is, in terms of the analytic taxonomy set forth here, 
mainstream political positions tend to uniformly occupy the upper-left 
quadrant. But that is exactly the point. By grouping all (or virtually all) 
mainstream positions under a common banner, we do not mean to flatten 
all distinctions among them; many are important. Rather, the goal is to 
highlight other possibilities—which are becoming increasingly viable tech-
nologically, if not politically—that a too-narrow focus on market capitalism 
risks obscuring.

Likewise, just as our analysis does not mean to imply that all modes of 
market capitalism are equivalent, it neither means to suggest that a restoration 
of market capitalism—by reining in its platform counterpart—is the wrong 
governance strategy. It could be the right one. In any event, it is certainly easy 
to see the appeal of that strategy insofar as the question has been framed as a 
contest between restoring market capitalism, on the one hand, and pursuing 
the current trendline—toward platform feudalism—on the other.

That is, if the choice is framed in terms of a standoff between market cap-
italism and platform feudalism, it is not hard to see why someone skeptical 
of markets—not to mention market enthusiasts—would favor the upper-left 
quadrant over the bottom-right. As we move from the realm of ideal theory 
to the realm of practical governance, known-quantity compromises go a 
long way.

But the discussion of feedback infrastructure also invites speculation 
toward a third solution: one that facilitates freedom while looking beyond 
markets as the core allocative mechanism of the economy. For short, we refer 
to this set of solutions as “digital socialism,” though we mean the label as 
neutrally as possible. The idea is not to assume, or advocate for, full state con-
trol over the means of planning. Rather, the idea is that, whatever the exact 
mix of private and public elements, the main mode of determining which 
goods and services are routed to which consumers would be something cen-
tralized—planning infrastructure—rather than decentralized transactions.
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More Appealing (Utopian?) Solution

What are the necessary ingredients of this approach? At a minimum, per 
the analysis in Part II above, it would require a conceptually satisfying and 
practicable solution to the “feedback infrastructure” puzzle. That is, how can 
individuals be encouraged to reveal accurate information about their needs 
and preferences—on a dynamic, ongoing basis—in the absence of both (1) 
market transactions and (2) extreme surveillance?  

The most promising answer, to date, comes from Saros. In Information Tech-
nology and Socialist Construction, Saros envisions a future in which markets give 
way to a “general catalog”—essentially a socialized, democratically controlled 
version of Amazon—into which consumers submit lists of preferences, “worker 
councils” submit lists of products, and algorithms are used to match the two in 
an optimal, dynamically updating manner.94 There are many nuances to Saros’ 
proposal; a full accounting would merit an essay unto itself.95 He deserves credit 
for devising such an “elegant” alternative to market capitalism,96 and many of 
his specific proposals—for example, giving consumers bonus-style incentives to 
make accurate predictions about their needs over time—would surely find their 
way into any plausible variant of “digital socialism.”

In the end, however, Saros is forced to revert to market-style feedback 
infrastructure to solve the very informational problem that his “general 
catalog” purports to address. The reason that consumers and producers 
ultimately would be expected to furnish the catalog with accurate, up-to-
date information is that they would derive individualized value from doing 
so; the system would rely on incentives in the form of “discounts” to hedge 
against gamesmanship in the planning process. In other words, there would 
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be a market for allocative entitlements—not a market dictated by commod-
ification and monetary exchange, but an informational market designed 
to aggregate individual preferences and, over time, equilibrate production 
decisions accordingly.97

That is to say, Saros’ proposal is limited by the way it imagines the 
problem of allocation—in purely technical, rather than political, terms. For 
Saros, the question of which products to make and how to distribute them 
is, at bottom, a utility-optimization problem, organized around the tastes of 
individual consumers. In this respect (if only this respect), his solution has 
something essential in common with market capitalism: Both cast individual 
preferences, rather than collective will, as the fundamental unit of economic 
salience—and the difference lies in how each system goes about measuring, 
weighing, and operationalizing those preferences.98

None of this is to say Saros’ proposal is wrong on the merits. The system 
he envisions may indeed promise benefits over the status quo; even more 
than that, it may also correct for certain historical pathologies of market 
capitalism. (Both of those claims strike us as plausible.) In fact, there are 
economic-theoretical reasons to think an algorithmic planning system that 
nevertheless employs a price mechanism—of the kind originally envisioned 
by Lange—may be preferable, in concept, to an equivalent system that relies 
on quantity controls. In general, price controls more efficiently minimize the 
costs of error (at least under plausible starting assumptions) than equivalent 
quantity controls.99 And the general point may carry over to algorithmic 
planning systems as well.100

Ultimately, the important takeaway from Saros’ book is less the specifics 
of his proposal than the broader question it raises. Namely, what would a 
more robustly political mode of digital socialism—one that infused the plan-
ning process itself with greater democratic control—require? At a minimum, 
it would need to rely on more than just individual incentives to solve the 
“feedback infrastructure” problem. In other words, diffuse economic actors 
would likely need reasons apart from (and possibly in addition to) their own 
well-being to keep the planning system updated with relevant information. 
They would, in short, have to trust the system: to maintain faith that, what-
ever its inevitable disappointments, the planning process is geared toward 
the advancement of common, democratically chosen goals.101
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IV. FREEDOM WITH MARKETS (AND PLANNING)?

For those content with the sort of freedom that market capital-
ism promises—freedom of choice—new regulatory interventions, 
designed to rein in platform capitalism’s worst abuses, should suffice. 

Vigorous antitrust action might restore competition, and the strengthening of 
privacy laws could curtail attempts by tech platforms to engage in the forms 
of “behavior modification” that Zuboff indicts. Those pursuing socialism, 
however, aim for something more. Freedom of choice, the negative freedom 
from unwanted interference, is necessary but insufficient, they argue—it 
is merely “formal” freedom. “Real” freedom, by contrast, is the positive 
freedom to formulate and enact one’s aims. It is “a conception of freedom 
as autonomy.”102

Freedom as autonomy (or “self-development”) is, Carol Gould argues, 
both the absence of “constraining conditions” and the presence of “enabling 
conditions.”103 It is having options as well as the means to avail oneself of 
them. Although this terminology is recent, Jon Elster finds the underlying 
idea—that we ought not to conflate having options with the freedom to 
exercise them—in Marx: 

The idea that the freedom of the worker to change employer makes him free 
in a way not found in earlier modes of production was a commonplace one at 
Marx’s time. ... When Marx refers to it, he unfailingly adds (i) that the worker 
depends on capital even if he does not depend on any particular capitalist 
and (ii) that the independence in the latter sense hides the real dependence 
in the former sense.104

Real freedom cannot be realized, Gould says, “if the material means of 
well-being are lacking or are so inequitably distributed that some individuals 
are totally dependent on others for their livelihood.”105 Suspicion toward 
markets and the desire for planning follows: Though markets reliably prolif-
erate options, they are notoriously bad at equitably distributing the material 
prerequisites for exercising them.

For those who see in digital technologies a renewed path toward achiev-
ing this more substantive vision of freedom, the arguments advanced in this 
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essay offer both reason for optimism and reason for caution. On one hand, 
digital technologies may yet solve one of the great logistical challenges stand-
ing in socialism’s way—that of planning—and thus neutralize claims about 
the necessity of markets for allocative efficiency. On the other hand, unless 
the feedback infrastructure problem can be addressed without resorting to 
extensive surveillance, algorithmic planning could be a Pyrrhic victory, the 
drive toward digital socialism landing us in platform feudalism instead.

Yet the above discussion also suggests—perhaps counterintuitively—that 
while markets may not be necessary, if properly managed they can be useful, 
especially for solving the surveillance problem. Though proponents of mar-
kets typically celebrate their ability to decentralize economic coordination 
as a victory for efficiency, by enabling coordination without the concentra-
tion of information—which is to say, without surveillance—markets can be 
a valuable tool for preserving market actors’ privacy too. This should be of 
interest to those advocating digital socialism and the positive freedom it 
promises, because philosophers and legal theorists have long argued that 
privacy is an essential ingredient—an “enabling condition”—for autonomy.106 
Formulating and enacting one’s own aims requires some amount of (literal 
and metaphorical) space free from observation and judgment: “Why do we 
like having ‘a room of one’s own’,” Beate Rössler asks, “Why do we want it 
to be in our hands what our colleagues know about our private life? Because 
all of this … would encroach upon our autonomy. To be able to ask oneself 
authentically who one is and how one would like to live, it is necessary to 
have possibilities for withdrawing from the gaze of other people.”107

Put differently, rather than new privacy regulations rescuing markets 
from platform capitalism (as Zuboff and others imagine), markets—carefully 
deployed and meaningfully constrained—might rescue privacy. The question 
is: Can the benefits of markets (more options, more privacy) and the benefits 
of planning (more equitably distributed material conditions for autonomy) 
be harnessed simultaneously, while minimizing their costs? There is a long 
tradition of “market socialism,” some proponents of which argue that the 
injustices of market capitalism are not a consequence of markets per se, but 
rather of wage labor and private ownership of the means of production.108 
Were these other conditions altered, markets could be justly and productively 
utilized. Moreover, we already live, to some extent, in mixed economies. 
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It’s just that decisions about which parts to plan and which to give over 
to markets are reached without consideration of the trade-offs discussed 
throughout this article. What if markets were treated as a tool—an optional 
one, useful for solving certain problems in certain circumstances, but also 
susceptible to misapplication and abuse—rather than an indispensable and 
unavoidable feature of modern life?

In this thought experiment, the notion of “market dependence” is a 
helpful guiding principle. Exchange via markets long predates capitalism. 
What changes under capitalism, Ellen Meiksins Wood argues, is that markets 
become totalizing and market participation compulsory. For all its promises 
of choices and the freedom to choose, capitalism forces us into markets by 
making us dependent on them for even the basic means of survival—food, 
shelter, and so on. This is the “real dependence” Elster describes above. As 
long as these necessities are accessible only via markets, people have no 
choice but to sell their labor in order to secure them, and once subject to this 
imperative they become subject to capitalism’s other imperatives too: “This 
unique system of market-dependence means that the dictates of the capitalist 
market—its imperatives of competition, accumulation, profit-maximization, 
and increasing labour-productivity—regulate not only all economic transac-
tions but social relations in general,” Wood argues.109 Or, as Mike Konczal 
writes, “What is unique today is how the economy has been restructured to 
extend and accelerate our reliance on markets to all aspects of society.”110

A proper balance of markets and planning would likely require undoing, 
or at least curtailing, this dependence. Certain goods and services—like food, 
shelter, health care, and education—are essential to autonomy in virtually 
any account of that ideal, and there are good reasons, both conceptual and 
empirical, to be skeptical about market-based approaches to allocating them. 

Other goods—certain kinds of luxury goods, for example—raise fewer 
concerns about universal access (and associated worries about fairness), 
making market-based allocation prima facie more appealing. Indeed, mar-
ket-based allocation may be especially well-suited for goods that require 
ongoing iteration and innovation, given the ready-made mechanism of 
experimentation—making goods available for purchase and observing how 
consumers respond—that markets naturally invite.111 Furthermore, as the 
discussion in previous sections suggested, there may be areas of economic 
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life where markets are superior to planning on privacy and/or autonomy 
grounds. Choices about goods closely tied to individual identity and per-
sonality—intellectual and cultural goods, for instance, like books, music, 
movies, and entertainment—are particularly revealing, raising special pri-
vacy concerns and making the relative anonymity of market coordination 
attractive. Certain aspects of labor likely fall into this category too: being 
able to choose, say, which firm one works for (and knowing that it is possible 
to switch firms) is among market capitalism’s autonomy-enhancing, rather 
than autonomy-undermining, properties.

Ultimately, our goal is not to resolve these complexities, or even to offer 
abstract recommendations. In the end, the right combination of market and 
nonmarket allocative structures is a political question. Our aim in this final 
part, like in the analytic framework that preceded it, has been to give a sense 
of the political question’s structure, and of the variables that might bear on 
its answer. The actual content of that answer, however, is something that 
requires negotiation—and judgment—in particular contexts.

CONCLUSION

The orthodox case for markets is losing force. In digital econo-
mies, markets do less to proliferate options—and less, accordingly, 
to facilitate freedom of choice—than they do to intensify capture and 

control. Furthermore, as computing power grows, our need to rely on markets 
as engines of efficiency diminishes. Absent these normative foundations, 
even the most enthusiastic proponents of market ordering ought to pause 
and take stock. (And, needless to say, those for whom the orthodox story was 
never persuasive now have more reason to be skeptical.)

 The purpose of our argument has not been to close off conceptual space. 
In fact, just the opposite: We aim to enlarge the set of possibilities that, 
throughout the 20th century, due to the hegemony of a market-triumphalist 
story, remained lamentably constrained. The unraveling of that story pro-
vides an opportunity for alternatives to blossom. “Digital socialism” is one 
such alternative. But as we have seen, significant obstacles remain in its 
way—and failing to reckon with those obstacles risks sending us down the 
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path of digital feudalism. Going forward, then, the task will be to chart a 
conceptual—and practical—course through this thicket. The goal, as ever, 
will be to keep the promise of radical possibilities alive while ensuring the 
functional dangers of such promise are kept to a minimum. This is not an 
easy task. But it has always, at bottom, been the central task of political-
economic critique.
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